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Abstract-In the last few years the exponential rise in the demands or robust surveillance systems have revitalized academia-industries to achieve more efficient vision based computing systems. Vision based computing methods have been found potential for the different surveillance purposes such as Intelligent Transport System (ITS), civil surveillance, defense and other public-private establishment security. However, computational complexities turn-out to be more complicate for ITS under occlusion where multiple cameras could be synchronized together to track certain target vehicle. Classical texture, color based approaches are confined and often leads false positive outcome thus impacting decision making efficiency. Considering this as motivation, in this paper a highly robust and novel Distinctly Trained Multi-Source Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) has been developed that exhibits pre-training of the real-time traffic videos from multiple cameras to track certain targeted vehicle. Our proposed DCNN vehicle tracking model encompasses multiple shared layers with multiple branches of the source-specific layers. In other words, DCNN is implemented on each camera or source where it performs feature learning and enables a set of features shared by each camera, which is then learnt to identify Region of Interest (ROI) signifying the “targeted vehicle”. Our proposed DCNN model trains each source input iteratively to achieve ROI representations in the shared layers. To perform tracking in a new sequence, DCNN forms a new network by combining the shared layers in the pre-trained DCNN with a new binary classification layer, which is updated online. This process enables online tracking by retrieving the ROI windows arbitrarily sampled near the previous ROI state. It helps achieving real-time vehicle tracking even under occlusion and dynamic background conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years the exponentially rise vision technologies have broadened the horizon for superior surveillance systems with higher reliability and efficiency. Undeniably, vision technologies, software systems, and more importantly low cost hardware availability has broadened the uses of computer vision based surveillance systems serving numerous purposes such as civil monitoring and surveillance, industrial monitoring and control, surveillance systems for defense establishments and numerous other public-private establishments, commercial entities etc. Computer Vision (CV) based approaches have gained widespread momentum across globe towards visual surveillance purposes which has revitalized academia-industries to achieve more efficient and reliable solution. Amongst common purposes, CV based ITS systems have gained widespread significance, which has attracted academia-industries to enable better efficiency; however classical approaches, especially those exploiting morphological information, color, texture etc are confined to provide optimal and reliable response [1]. Single camera based surveillance systems are often confined due to lack of ability to track vehicle under occlusion conditions or changing background scenarios [1]. To achieve a robust solution, efforts have been made to enhance processes like background subtraction, feature extraction, object detection and tracking, etc; however numerous real-time functions such as occlusion, path changes, transient and temporary exclusion from the view and drifting, similar vehicle features (i.e., color, texture, size etc) makes classical approaches confined [1]-[4]. In general, in the moving vehicle tracking process occlusion takes place once certain part of the concept region or vehicle ROI becomes out of vision or inaccessible by camera sensor to continue continuous tracking. Normally, occlusion occurs when a part of the moving vehicle gets covered due to other. Under such conditions tracking a vehicle becomes highly complicate and tedious task. Such gaps have motivated researchers to exploit multiple camera based vision computing methods for reliable vehicle tracking even under changing background and occlusion conditions [5][6]. Undeniably, vehicle detection in conjunction with inherent features like vehicle morphological size, shape, color, texture, stopped, and type etc can be significant for vehicle tracking in ITS decision systems [6]-[8]; however such approaches are confined and often exhibits false alarm during occlusion and changing background conditions [7][8]. In addition, feature similarity with neighbouring vehicle or the concept region can also affect overall accuracy of the tracking system. Recalling the fact that single camera based approaches are limited for moving vehicle tracking under occlusion, especially under long-term occlusion conditions and therefore multiple camera based systems have been recommended [9]. Multiple cameras based IT monitoring can employ multiple (synchronized) cameras placed at the different locations or orientation to detect and track continuously with reference to certain common features. However, performing so in real-time environment is highly tedious task, especially in terms of time and accuracy centric demands. Moving vehicle tracking demands certain robust and more efficient systems which could...
be able to detect ROI within a very small span. In other words, the vision technique must be able to detect concept region or ROI transiently once it leaves vision range of one camera and enters into the other. In some existing vehicle tracking systems, varied methods have tried to use depth information retrieved from multiple cameras to continue undisrupted vehicle tracking; however, to achieve robust solution demands fulfilling three key conditions including robustness, adaptivity and real-time processing [5]. Undeniably, numerous methods have been developed by exploiting efficacy of particle filters [26], three dimensional depth map projection [10] to perform moving object tracking under occlusion. The other approach which has gained wide-spread attention globally is CNN or deep learning concepts; however it has been used majorly in the problem of image type classification and has been so far secluded for real-time vision based tracking purposes. Undeniably, deep neural network methods have exhibited appreciable performance for image classification purposes; however its efficacy for multiple camera based vehicle tracking has not yet explored. CNN algorithms have played significant role for the different computer vision purposes like image classification in computer aided diagnosis (CAD) purposes. However, realizing the need of time and computationally efficient system authors developed recurrent CNN (RCNN) model [50] that employed low training data to achieve time efficiency. Unfortunately, RCNN required manipulating data to achieve expected performance which can be tedious task for moving vehicle tracking. To achieve a better solution, authors [Harsha paper] exploited transferable CNN technique to be used for vehicle classification. However, it could not perform vehicle tracking under occlusion. In addition, use of AlexNet for real-time moving video feature extraction and learning is tedious and hence as an optimal solution, in this paper we have developed a novel and robust Distinctly Trained Multi-Source CNN (DCNN) model for moving vehicle detection and tracking. The proposed system employs multiple DCNN model at each source (i.e., camera) that enables generation of a shared (feature) layer and performs binary classification at each source to detect and track ROI continuously. Some of the key novelties of the proposed multiple camera based vehicle tracking system are distinct source specific feature learning and ROI detection, shared layer feature learning, feature selection, N-fold cross validation, real-time ROI detection and tracking. The remaining sections of the presented manuscript are divided as follows: Section II discusses the related work, which is followed by the discussion of the problem formulation in Section III. Section IV presents the proposed system and its implementation, while the results obtained and its discussion is given in Section V. Overall research conclusion and future scopes are discussed in Section VI. References used are mentioned at the end of the manuscript.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses some of the key literatures pertaining to the vision based vehicle detection and tracking. Authors [11] developed a vision based vehicle detection model where they applied Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based background segmentation; Gabor based feature extraction followed by Hole Filling algorithm. To deal with dense vehicle classification, a vector sparse coding scheme with SVM was proposed in [12]. Applying sparse coding technique, authors projected features to the high dimensional vector which was learned and classified using Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to perform classification. The combined shape and gradient feature based classification were proposed in [13][14], where authors applied vehicle shape to perform classification. Authors used silhouettes in the omnidirectional video frames to estimate shape information. For gradient based classifier Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features were obtained and the duo-features (shape and HOG) were used to perform classification. The features like geometry, number plate location and shape were used as input of dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) for vehicle detection and classification [15], where GMM was used to calculate probability distribution of features. Authors could not address the detection issues under varying illuminations, occlusion and frame dynamicity. A sparse learning based vehicle detection and classification model was proposed in [14]. Later, in [16] sparse coding and spatial pyramid matching scheme was used for vehicle detection and classification for ITS purposes, where they extracted the patch based sparse features using discriminate dictionary. Authors classified the extracted features using histogram intersection kernel based SVM classifier. In [17] multi-resolution vehicle recognition (MRVR) scheme was developed that in conjunction with cascade boosted classifiers performed vehicle detection and tracking. Authors used HAAR and HOG features to perform vehicle concept region detection and classification [18]. An enhanced approach with multi-feature fusion was developed in [19], where both local as well as global features of the vehicle concept region were obtained using Spatial Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). The extracted features were processed for SVM based classification to achieve real-time vehicle detection and classification [19]. Considering deep neural network (DNN) based approaches, to achieve more efficient performance and reliability, authors [20][21] recommended using higher layer features. Author [20] used PHOG and LBP-EOH extracted using DNN for vehicle detection and classification; however could not perform tracking under dynamic background and occlusion conditions. In [22] authors used appearance features of the vehicle to perform detection and classification using semi-supervised CNN algorithm. In [23], shape based multi-class classification model was developed where the concavity property of vehicles like buses and sedans were used for detection classification; however it could not address the issue of tracking under occlusion or dynamic background conditions. A DBN was designed in [24] where HOG features and Eigen features were used together to perform vehicle detection and tracking. Unlike single base classifier based approaches, authors applied ensemble classification with SVM, K-NN, random forest and multiple-layer perceptrons (MLPs) algorithms. In [25], vehicle morphology was used where to deal with occlusionROI accumulative curve method and Fuzzy Constraints Satisfaction Propagation (FCSP) were developed. Retrieving the Time-Spatial Images (TSI) from the surveillance video, they eliminated shadowed region using SVM and Deterministic Non-Model Scheme (DNMS). Similarly, in [21], authors used conventional median filter and Otsu method-based background subtraction for
vehicle detection; however was unable to detect moving vehicle under occlusion and changing background conditions. In [22] authors developed a vehicle detection, tracking, classification system; however could not address the tracking under occlusion condition. Considering multiple camera based vehicle tracking particle filters based approaches have also been explored [26]. To achieve vehicle tracking under occlusion, authors used blob-based ROI association and fragment based ROI construction schemes where features like color, gradient, were used (by fusing together). Authors used particle filtering [27] and sparse representation [28] to perform feature matching amongst multiple images to perform tracking; however it was developed for human tracking under occlusion. In [29] authors used random forest mining concept to perform tracking under occlusion. In their model, they hypothesized that the association between target motion and its 3D data points can be significant to perform tracking of the concept region. To achieve moving object tracking under overlapping and non-overlapping conditions parametric ellipsoid in a 3D model was developed in [30]. To deal with occlusion, authors applied SIFT-Particle filter along with encoding (of) the visibility and persistence to the state vector [30]. Authors [31, 32] used colour and texture features for human tracking where particle filter was used to perform precise human tracking under occlusion. Authors used weighted color histogram (WCH) and cellular local binary pattern histograms to alleviate the issue of the partial occlusion. Multiple cameras were used in [33] to perform continuous object tracking where views from each camera were mapped continuously to perform vehicle tracking. In [34] authors used multiple view features learning and merging approach to deal with occlusion. Similarly, in [35] authors extracted ROI feature points containing movement pattern and location which was processed further using particle filtering to perform target tracking. In [36], authors developed a fast moving object tracking scheme using multiple cameras, where relative positions of the objects were used to estimate the speed of the moving to assist occlusion avoidance. Region covariance matrices were applied to form target appearance model which was further enhanced with homography method to estimate the interactions among multiple cameras for object tracking. Similar to [26] and [34], authors [37, 38] suggested feature fusion from multiple cameras to perform tracking under occlusion. Multiple camera view-points with distinct features including appearance, depth, and occlusion were applied to perform tracking in [39]. In [50], authors applied SIFT-based multi-view, joint sparse pattern analysis model to perform continuous tracking however its efficiency for real-time moving vehicle tracking under occlusion remained unexplored. As an enhanced solution, authors [40, 41] developed a multi-view cooperative tracking system using SIFT features that further helped retrieving correlation in between the inter-frame and inter-view (multiple) camera views to perform tracking under changing background and occlusion.

### III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This is the matter of fact that occlusion in moving vehicles turns out the process of tracking highly complicate, especially under occlusion conditions. On contrary, alleviating this issue is of utmost significance for accurate vehicle surveillance and allied decision purposes. Considering about the existing approaches CNN has exhibited satisfactory performance in major computer vision applications [42–49] and hence to achieve more effective solution, authors have recommended optimizing CNN to perform feature extraction and learning over large scale data. Towards this objective Recurrent CNN (RCNN) has performed satisfactory [50], however it requires continuous data manipulation which seems difficult in real-time moving vehicle tracking under occlusion. It complexity can even be more complicate in case of multiple camera based approaches. Undeniably, unlike traditional vision based approaches, CNN can be a better alternative due to its fine-grained feature extraction and learning ability that as a result could help achieving more reliable and accurate tracking of the concept region (i.e., vehicle). However, the allied computational complexity to learn over gigantic data with large number of features (especially in real-time computation) confines its efficacy to perform transient target detection and classification, which is must for vehicle tracking purposes. On the other hand, the use of multiple camera based models can be of utmost significance for vehicle tracking even under occlusion, provided each source or camera frame-sequence (data) is processed distinctly using a robust feature extraction and learning method and synchronized together to perform target (say, concept region or ROI) detection and tracking. However, maintaining optimal performance with higher accuracy and reliability too is inevitable. With this motive, this research intends to develop an efficient CNN model with low computational overheads or complexity to perform vehicle tracking over the (shared) features from each source dynamically. In this paper, effort has been made on developing an online-learning model by exploiting a pool of CNNs to be implemented at each source where it may perform binary classification for the occurrence of the concept region iteratively. Here, a novel CNN model named Distinctly Trained Multi-Source CNN (DCNN) has been developed that embodies efficacy of large scale multi-source visual tracking ability to perform pre-training of CNN so as to achieve ROI representation and tracking. The detailed discussion of the proposed DCNN model is given in Fig. 1.

DCNN learns the shared ROI representations from multiple camera and respective distinct video sequences (individually) to perform ROI detection and continuous tracking. In our proposed model each video sequence is considered as a distinct source. Noticeably, we have considered video sequence from the three distinct sources or cameras, where on each source DCNN has been implemented. DCNN employs different (distinct) branches of source-specific layers (it states that the DCNN is implemented on each source) to perform binary classification at the end of the network where it shares the common key features retrieved from all image sequences in the preceding layers for the representation learning. In our proposed vehicle tracking model, each source input is trained distinctly and iteratively where the shared layers (say, shared key points or image information) are updated simultaneously. Applying this approach, the source-independent vehicle features or the information from the source-specific one can be obtained that can help for generic feature representation learning for ROI tracking. DCNN applies both lower layer as well as higher layer features.
to achieve high accurate performance. Learning the extracted ROI features vehicle tracking has been performed by DCNN. With a provided test data sequence, in DCNN model all branches of the binary classification layers used for training are removed and updated with a new single branch to identify ROI’s total score matrix in the video or test sequence. Thus, the newly updated classification layer and the fully connected (FC) layers within the shared layers are followed by online fine-tuning when exhibiting tracking to adapt another (new) source data. Such update helps to deal with occlusion conditions. Additionally, we used a novel hard negative mining model during feature learning that enabled accurate concept region detection and tracking and thus achieved optimal performance for the vehicle detection under occlusion. The overall contributions made in this research can be stated as follows:

- A novel distinctly trained multi-source CNN (DCNN) model to perform distinctive source independent information retrieval from the source-specific one and retrieve shared ROI representations to perform vehicle tracking under occlusion.
- A novel multiple source (i.e., multiple camera) training model and feature fusion for vehicle tracking under occlusion.
- Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) assisted feature selection for swift computation.
- Machine learning assisted classification for accurate vehicle detection and tracking over input video sequences (i.e., frames).

DCNN assisted vehicle tracking model in which CNN is (pre)trained by multiple source learning and iterative update with respect to the new sequence for learning source-specific information dynamically and/or adaptively.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

This section of the research work presents the development and implementation of the proposed DCNN model for vehicle detection and tracking under occlusion conditions.

A. Multi-Source Learning (MSL)

The proposed DCNN model is one of the types of Multi-Domain Learning (MDL) methods [26][27][35] that signifies to the learning paradigm in which the training sequences or data are produced from various sources, such as multiple surveillance cameras, and where the related source information is used to facilitate distinctive learning for building a generic ROI representation. Though in the applications such as spam filtering, sentiment analysis etc the MDL approaches have been implemented; however its effectiveness and efficacy is not yet explored fully in the computer vision technologies. Amongst the numerous researches with MDL models, some of the key significant ones are concept region detection in video by using domain-weighted combination of the SVM [28], mixture transformation model for object classification [51] etc. It has been revealed from these research works that MDL is of paramount significance for detecting object with efficacy even under non-uniform conception region characteristics. Considering this as a motivation, here a robust MDL-based multiple source learning (MSL) scheme has been developed. This scheme aims at achieving independent sequence learning from the different sources and updates a new sequence with a common ROI representation in order to facilitate efficient tracking. Through this method the possibilities of detecting concept region and performing tracking can be achieved successfully even under the short-term and long term variations in ROI characteristics and other background conditions such as occlusion. The deep learning concept discussed above is implemented to efficiently perform tracking under occlusion conditions.

B. Distinctly Trained Multi-Source CNN Model (DCNN)

In this section of the paper, a detailed discussion of the DCNN model and its architecture has been presented in order to demonstrate desired vehicle tracking even under occlusion using inputs from the multiple cameras.

a) DCNN Architecture

A snippet of the proposed DCNN model is given as follows:

![Fig. 1The architecture of DCNN based vehicle detection and tracking](image-url)
The deep learning model presented in the figure (Fig. 1) clearly illustrates that initially input video stream and the consequent image frames with 107x107 RGB are given as input. There are five hidden layers in the proposed network model; three consecutive convolutional layers, labeled as conv 1-3 and two sequentially arranged Fully connected layers, labeled as FC 4-5. Additionally, the DCNN model has K unique branches and respectively K unique training sequences for the last FC layers, i.e. FC61-FC6K. Also there exists a similarity between the convolutional layers and the associated sections of the VGG-M network [52][53]. It is noteworthy that there is no similarity between the sizes of the feature map, since they are adjusted on the basis of the input size. The next two FC layers have 512 output units and are connected with the ReLUs and dropouts. Here, K branches denoting the distinct learning sequence have an individual binary classification layer with softmax cross-entropy loss. This binary classification layer facilitates the separation of vehicle region and the occlusion component. It is noteworthy that in the proposed model it has been assumed that all the inputs are presenting the sequence from identical orientation and are synchronized. The fc61-fc6K layers present in our DCNN model are called source-specific layers whereas all the preceding layers are called as shared layers. Noticeably the model is also lightweight in comparison to the classical models that are used in recognition functions like VGG-Nets [52][53]. This further adds-on to the superiority of our model and makes it suitable for vehicle tracking even under dynamic background changes and occlusion presence with efficacy. Though there are numerous reasons for the efficacy of DCNN, some significant ones are described here. The motive of visual tracking functions is to separate only two classes, i.e. vehicle region and occlusion component and thus the proposed model is less complex contrary to the visual recognition models such as ImageNet which functions with 1000 classes. Similarly, to efficiently perform vehicle tracking even under occlusion, a deep CNN becomes confined to exhibit accurate target identification as the spatial information often gets diluted as a network goes deeper [54]. These issues can also be alleviated with the proposed lightweight DCNN model. Since, vehicle tracking is based on the long distance, DCNN makes vehicle region of ROI, which is generally small and thus allows small input size which consequently minimizes the depth of the network and even reduces computational complexity. Predominantly, the small size network facilitates efficient visual tracking, especially when real-time training and testing are performed. It backs up the suitability of the proposed DCNN model to be used for real-time vehicle tracking under occlusion.

b) DCNN Learning Model

The proposed DCNN model is developed with a motive to perform training over a multi-source CNN disambiguating target, which may undergo occlusion condition and arbitrarily changes in the background conditions. Moreover, the surveillance data obtained from different domains can have distinct target’s notion, background and occluding conditions. It is also noteworthy that there can be some generic properties or features in the data obtained from different sources (camera data) which can be utilized to perform ROI vehicle region representation in all sources. Some of these generic features are dimensions of vehicles (such as height and width) textures, motion blur, robustness of texture and illumination changes, scale variations etc. In order to extract the significant features, satisfying the generic features mentioned above across the multiple channels or sources, we distinguish source-independent information from source-specific one by employing our proposedMDL or MSL learning model. Undeniably, here the proposed DCNN is trained through Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm, which gathers source information from the individual cameras and handles it exclusively in iterations. Here, in the ith iteration, DCNN is updated on the basis of a mini-batch that comprises the training samples from the (kmodK)th data sequence. In our proposed model, a single branch FC6 (kmodK) is used to allow data learning from the individual sources of data. The process keeps on running until the developed network coincides or the total number of iterations is completed. As in the proposed learning model, source-independent information is transferred or modeled into the shared layers or a single layer output (FC6/FC7) from which the significant generic feature representations or concept regions are retrieved.

c) DCNN assisted Vehicle Tracking under Occlusion

Previously, it has been discussed that when multi-domain learning is performed, the several branches of the sources-specific layers i.e., FC61-FC6K are replaced with a single branch FC6 which finally leads to the generation of a new test sequence. Then the fine-tuning of the newly produced source-specific layer is done and the FC layers are obtained in the share network simultaneously. After obtaining the single branch layer data the tracking function is executed. A snippet of the proposed tracking model is given as follows:

d) Tracking Control and DCNN Update

In order to achieve vehicle tracking under occlusion conditions with efficacy, here two supplementary attributes, i.e., robustness and adaptiveness have been considered, by long term as well as short term updates. While the long-term updates are performed at predefined regular intervals by utilizing the positive samples collected since a long period, the short-term updates are performed only when there is significant tracking failures due to occlusion or when the positive score of the detected and tracked ROI (i.e. vehicle concept region) is less than 0.5. This is performed by applying the positive samples in a short-term. In our proposed model, under above stated conditions DCNN applies the negative samples that have come across in the short-term, since the old negative samples might not be relevant to the current frame or could even be redundant. It is well known that including the old negative samples can cause inaccuracy in detecting the concept region or vehicle region and hence consequently lead to wrong prediction which will further cause poor tracking results. Hence, it can be affirmed that by employing the positive samples in a short-term can facilitate online and accurate tracking. In the proposed model a single network is used during vehicle tracking such that the updates can be made based on the needs like how quickly the region of vehicle changes. In order to know about the vehicle region state in each frame, sampling of the target candidates $X^1$, ..., $X^N$ around the previous target state has been performed and thus the network yields positive scores $f^+(X^i)$ as well as negative scores $f^-(X^i)$ for each frame. Here, the optimal target state $X^*$ is estimated by identifying the ROI or concept region.
with the highest positive score. Mathematically,

$$\mathbf{x}^* = \arg \max_{\mathbf{x}} f^+(\mathbf{x})$$

(1)

Since the proposed learning DCNN model also implements mini-batch mining concept, a brief of it is presented in the next section.

e) Mini-batch Mining

Pertaining to the real-time application of the vehicle tracking under occlusion such as traffic data, most of the negative instances or examples are generally trivial to perform tracking-by-detection paradigms, while merely a few off-putting negative examples can be significant to train a classifier. Hence, the classical classifiers such as SGD which considers training instances or samples for learning suffer from drifting issue because the occluders are not addressed properly. Hard negative mining [58] is one of the most appropriate solutions to overcome such issues as they allow switching between training and testing processes which further enables the identification of the hard negative samples, usually the false positives. Considering this as a motivation in this research work the concept of N-fold cross validation has been implemented since it ensures better performance for online learning and efficient vehicle tracking. In the proposed work the DCNN model has been integrated with mini-batch selection where in each and every iteration during learning, a mini-batch provides $M^+$ positives and $M^-_h$ hard negatives. Here, the detection of $M^-_h$ examples is done by performing testing negative samples and then selecting the ones having highest $M^-_h$ scores. The mini-batch-based classification becomes more intricate when the execution and continuation of the learning phase of DCNN network turns out to be more discriminative. Hence, in this case reducing feature samples by performing optimal feature selection can be of utmost significance. With this motive, we have applied PCA and LDA feature selection and/or dimensional reduction method. A snippet of these algorithms is given as follows:

f) Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

Undeniably, achieve PCA intends to maintain low size of the feature samples which used to be high dimension; while maintaining most significant features (i.e., mini-batch positive samples). In general, the feature components extracted from PCA algorithm used to be the most expressive features (MEFs), while LDA employs the most discriminating features (MDF) function. In PCA based approach distinct principle component (PCS) is generated for individual class. However, despite of retrieving the distance from the average principal component of each class, we have trained the PCA vectors using SVM. Here, we have applied radial basis function (RBF) kernel for SVM training. We have trained SVM to retrieve the largest feasible classification margin that signifies the highest positive score. Mathematically,

$$\mathbf{w} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{w}^T \mathbf{w} + \sum \varepsilon_i$$

(2)

where $\varepsilon_i \geq 0$ and $E$ is the error tolerance level.

In our proposed model, the training vectors have been categorized in labeled pairs $L_i (x_i, y_i)$ where $x_i$ states the training vector, while the class label of $x_i$ is given by $y_i \in \{-1, 1\}$. In classification, the hyperplane groups highest feasible points of the same class on the same side, while increasing the distance of either class from it. To achieve optimal classification accuracy we have applied 10-fold cross validation scheme. To perform testing, a test image data has been processed for PCS estimation which has been followed by its principle component classification using trained SVM. In DCNN, the $p$-dimensional feature spaces are turned to a new position called as principal axes in such a way that the variance of principal axis 1 is the highest, in succession by axis 2 and so on. There are some features of the targets in the vehicle detection and tracking that are highly correlated and are called homogeneous features. These feature attributes can be the most expressive features (MEF) to represent concept region or the target. To achieve it, PCA transfers feature attributes from different source-information to another new feature vector with no correlation among the elements. Hence, applying the PCA approach causes a significant reduction in feature elements which makes the computation more efficient and the finally retrieved feature vector is then projected for classification. The proposed DCNN model utilizes the obtained number of samples, i.e. 50% of the total inputs. Additionally, the model also performs the identification of negative samples without imposing additional false positive detector as usually done in the hard negative mining.

g) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

As discussed previously, PCA based schemes employ MEFs to perform classification. However, MEFs can’t be the MDFs all the time. On the contrary, LDA can perform automatic feature selection that can enable efficient feature space for further classification. To alleviate the issue of high dimensionality, LDA has been initiated by employing PCA, where all the vehicle region data or ROI irrespective of the class label has been projected onto a single PCS. The dimension of the PCS has been confined by the total training image minus the number of classes. In our model, two distinct metrics have been estimated, intra-class scatter matrix $\Sigma_{I_{CW}}$ and inter-class scatter matrix $\Sigma_{I_{OVS}}$. Mathematically these matrixes have been estimated using

$$\Sigma_{I_{CW}} = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} (y_j - \mu_i)(y_j - \mu_i)^T$$

(3)

$$\Sigma_{I_{OVS}} = \sum_{i=1}^{C} (\mu_i - \mu)(\mu_i - \mu)^T$$

(4)

In above equation, $C$ signifies the total number of classes, $\mu_i$ states the average vector of a class $i$, and $M_i$ signifies the number of samples within $i$. Thus, the average of the average vectors is obtained as

$$\mu = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{i=1}^{C} \mu_i$$

(5)

LDA method focuses on maximizing the inter-class scatter while reducing the intra-class scatter by increasing the ratio $\det(\Sigma_p) / \det(\Sigma_p)$. The significance of applying this ratio is that in case of non-
singular $\mathbf{I}_{D\Omega}$ matrix, the ratio can be increased when the column vectors of the projection matrix $\mathbf{W}$ can be the eigenvectors of $\mathbf{B} = \frac{1}{D} \mathbf{I}_{D\Omega}$. Here, the projection matrix $\mathbf{W}$ with $\mathbf{C} - 1$ dimension assigns the training data onto a new space, usually called fisher vector. Thus, $\mathbf{W}$ is applied for projecting all the training samples onto the fisher vector. The retrieved feature vector $\mathbf{F}_{TR} = (f_{1R}, f_{2R}, f_{3R}, \ldots, f_{4996R})$ has been further used for classification using SVM classifier with polynomial kernel function.

h) Bounding Box Regression (BBR)

It has been revealed through some literatures that the approaches based on bounding box regression are generally efficient in object tracking and better localization accuracy; while the same is not true for classical methods, especially when there are occlusion conditions. Hence to alleviate such issues bounding box generation model has been developed and implemented. Due to the high level abstraction of the DCNN based features; here a data augmentation process that samples multiple positive instances around the target is implemented. Additionally, it cannot be ignored that DCNN faces adversaries in estimating tight bounding boxes surrounding the vehicle region; hence to deal with these adversaries our proposed model employs an enhanced regression assisted bounding box generation model called BBR model. In DCNN with the first frame of a multi-source frame sequence, we execute a simple linear regression method that exhibits the accurate target localization using Conv3 features of the samples near the target location. Similarly, in the ensuing video frames, the concept region or the target (here, vehicle) locations are estimated using above derived function (Eq. (1)). Thus, the precise target is localized using the regression concept if obtained targets are reliable (i.e., $f_{4996R}$). In our proposed model, the BBR model is trained only in the first frame as it becomes complicated and time consuming for online update and even the incremental learning of the regression might not be more significant.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper an enhanced CNN model was developed to perform vehicle detection and tracking under occlusion. The developed DCNN model was applied for multiple camera based vehicle detection and tracking purposes where it was applied at each camera to perform feature extraction that eventually helps deriving a shared feature for further classification. DCNN was implemented at each source where it performed feature extraction and learning simultaneously to perform concept region tracking over moving data sequence (video data from camera). The proposed model at first performed feature extraction followed by feature selection using PCA and LDA algorithms. The selected features were concatenated and mapped to a single feature model projected and retrieved at the FC6 layer of the proposed DCNN model. The retrieved features were learnt with DCNN modal that enabled binary classification signifying the presence of the concept region in consecutive frames. DCNN model comprised 5 convolutional layer and 2 fully connected layers, FC6 and FC7. Here, we performed classification at the FC6 layers that comprised of FC6_1 to FC6_3 features obtained from the three different sources (Fig. 1), which are then concatenated and mapped as final feature for which it performs two class classification using SVM. To simulate CNN learning rate has been assigned as 0.0001, while the drop out ratio is assigned a 0.5. To simulate the proposed model, road traffic video data has been collected while assuring that it embodies occlusion condition during movement. Here we have synthesized own data collected from three distinct camera installed at three different locations on highway. Here, we considered each camera input as individual source and executed DCNN on each sources distinctly to perform (individual) feature extraction. As stated, the extracted features from each source are concatenated to form a single feature structure also called shared features for vehicle concept region or ROI tracking. Here, the overall traffic videos were split into 2100 frame or image sequences (700 frames from each video sequence). In our proposed model, each image sequence was preprocessed and was resized to $256 \times 256$ pixel dimensions. DCNN was completely developed using MATLAB 2017a where MatConvNet[57] tool was used to simulate on Intel i3 processor with 8GB memory. Noticeably, the overall proposed model exhibited vehicle tracking in three sequential phases. A snippet of these approaches is given as follows:

a). ROI or the concept region identification

To generate or retrieve ROI (also called concept region) in each video frame, we draw $(N = 2100)$ video frames in translational scale dimensions, $x^t_1 = (x_1, y_1, s_1, 1, \ldots, N$ from Gaussian distribution whose mean is the recent (say, lastly occurred) concept region state, (i.e., $x^t_{11}$) so that the covariance is always $\text{diag}(0.05^2, 0.09^2, 0.25^2)$. Here, the variable $r$ states for the average of the dimensional constructs (i.e., width and height) of the vehicle in the previous frame. For ROI visualization bounding box was generated by estimating a $1.05$s of the initial target scale.

b). Multi-Source (Cameras) Feature Training

To perform multi-camera (or multi-source) learning, a sample of 200 frames with equal proportion from each data source were taken into consideration where the overlap ratio with ground truth bounding boxes for positive and negative examples were higher than 0.7 and lower than 0.5. In this work, to perform bounding box regression a total of 400 training examples with different spatio-temporal parameters [12] were taken into consideration.

c). DCNN Learning

To perform learning with three cameras, DCNN was applied at each source where the learning rate of 0.0001 was assigned at the convolutional layers, while the same was assigned as 0.001 for FC layers. To initiate learning, at the initial frame the FC layers were trained for 10 iterations with learning rate of 0.0001 for FC4 and FC-5, while 0.001 for FC6. For concept region representation and (dynamic ROI) update at each source FC layers were trained for 10 iterations with increased learning rate that enabled adaptation with the descendent frames or the detected concept region. To achieve computational efficiency we maintained weight decay and momentum as fixed value, i.e., 0.0005 and 0.9, respectively. To achieve comparative performance assessment, we used SIFT features as well for
classification where SVM with polynomial kernel function was used to perform two class classification. Noticeably, the two-class classification states whether the ROI is available in current frame or not. In case of identifying ROI presence or the concept region in frame bounding box were generated for the target vehicle. In this paper to achieve reliable outcome, 10-fold cross validation method was applied. To assess performance analysis, we estimated confusion matrix that helped achieving Accuracy, Precision, F-Measure, Recall etc. A snippet of the definitions of these performance parameters is given as follows:

To assess accuracy of the developed ensemble classification model we have obtained confusion matrix characterizing true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). Retrieving these matrix values for each base learners as well as ensemble classifier, the performance has been obtained in terms of accuracy, precision, f-measure, recall and specificity. The definitions of these performance variables are given in Table I.

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mathematical Expression</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>( \frac{TN + TP}{TN + FN + FP + TP} )</td>
<td>Signifies the proportion of predicted fault prone modules that are inspected out of all modules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} )</td>
<td>States the degree to which the repeated measurements under unchanged conditions show the same results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure</td>
<td>( \frac{2 \cdot \text{Recall} \cdot \text{Precision}}{\text{Recall} + \text{Precision}} )</td>
<td>It combines the precision and recall numeric value to give a single score, which is defined as the harmonic mean of the recall and precision. It indicates how many of the relevant items are to be identified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results obtained for the proposed DTNN and SIFT based vehicle tracking system are given in Table II.

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE OBTAINED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>DCNN PCA (%)</th>
<th>SIFT PCA (%)</th>
<th>DCNN LDA (%)</th>
<th>SIFT LDA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>87.96</td>
<td>84.98</td>
<td>97.01</td>
<td>89.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>82.91</td>
<td>83.37</td>
<td>92.18</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>83.62</td>
<td>85.41</td>
<td>92.38</td>
<td>90.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>82.64</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>92.26</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 presents the accuracy of the proposed DCNN based vehicle tracking system where it can be visualized that the DCNN with LDA feature selection outperforms other approaches. Considering existing SIFT based model, DCNN-LDA exhibits better accuracy (97.01%). On contrary, SIFT with PCA and LDA selected features exhibit accuracy of 84.98% and 89.35%, respectively. Similarly, DCNN-LDA retains better precision.
(92.18%) than other approaches (Fig. 3). Recall performance too reveals that the DCNN-LDA model outperforms other approaches (Figure 4). Fig. 5 presents the F-Measure performance where it can be observed that the DCNN-LDA shows highest value (92.26%) followed by SIFT-LDA (90.4%). The overall performance reveals that the DCNN-LDA can be a potential approach to perform online vehicle detection and tracking under occlusion conditions.

In addition to the above discussed results, we have compared the performance of the proposed DCNN model; we considered different existing approaches such as [56][57]. Authors in [56] applied self learning based vehicle detection and tracking (SLTD) where the average accuracy obtained was 94.86%, which is lower than our proposed DCNN-LDA model that exhibits 97.01% detection and tracking accuracy. Similarly, authors in [57] have developed deep representation and semi-supervised learning based vehicle detection and tracking model could achieve accuracy of 92.1%. Observing these results, it is affirmed that the proposed model outperforms other approaches for vehicle detection and tracking while assuring optimal performance even under occlusion conditions. Thus, observing overall performance it can be stated that the proposed approach can be of utmost significance for online vehicle tracking under dynamic background and occlusion scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a highly robust and efficient multiple cameras based vehicle tracking system under occlusion has been developed. Unlike classical visual tracking system, the proposed Distinctly Trained Multi-Source CNN Model (DCNN) performs pre-training over a large datasets originating or coming from multiple cameras installed at the highway with different views or orientation. Unlike classical vehicle tracking approaches DCNN model performs independent feature learning over the video frame coming from multiple cameras and performs learning to identify ROI or vehicle region in the frames. Here, the use of shared layers enabled low dimensional features and allied computation that made DCNN to exhibit swift performance overall real-time vehicle tracking under occlusion. In addition to the shared layer, the proposed model incorporated multiple branches of source-specific layers that assisted concept region or Region of Interest Tracking with multiple cameras views. Since, DCNN exhibits training distinctly over the frame sequences it enabled each branch to perform support vector machine based binary classification for vehicle region or ROI tracking. The cumulative ROI and occlusion region identification in conjunction with bounding box generation enabled DCNN to exhibit vehicle region identification and tracking under occlusion. To perform vehicle tracking in a new sequence, DCNN forms a new network by combining the shared layers with a new binary classification layer (i.e., Fully Connected Layers), which is updated online. This overall process enabled our model to exhibit robust tracking under occlusion conditions.
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